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MARCH MEETING
The general meeting of the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club will be (as almost always) on the second Monday
of the month, March 12, at the NW NC Red Cross
Building at 610 Coliseum Drive. The meeting starts
at 7:30 PM but plan on arriving early, say 7 PM to get
a good seat and to chat with fellow hams. Ham Exams
start at 6:30 PM and require pre-registration. The
March program is going to be great! It’s a
demonstration of 3D printers. There will even be
souvenirs.
Heathkit Cantenna dummy load. The Cantenna gets
noticeably warm after a couple of minutes! The plate
cap is about 110pF and the loading cap about 1000pF.
W4BOH Wilson’s newly-built 4-125 amplifer.
These don't match the recommended values for 4500
Ohms, but I'm not to the bottom of that yet. Of course I
Wilson Lamb W4BOHAmplifier
suspect the coil, which is of as yet unmeasured
Wilson Lamb has been scratching up parts to build a 4- inductance.
125 amplifier for more than a year now. He is well on his
way with the project as you can see from the pictures. In There's a little plasma for you. It will not stand on its
the “Don’t try this at home Department” - there really own, but will hold almost 3/4" to the screwdriver.
needs to be some protective covers on the plates. RF OOPS, maybe I should evaluate my RF exposure, if I
exposure aside, touching the plate voltage could be lethal survive the B+.
73, WL
here, but I’m from the old school myself also. To drive
home the point, there is one picture where Wilson is
drawing a considerable arc from the plate circuit.
There have been some difficulties along the way. To let
Wilson tell it:
Well, it's running well. No more smoke. I think the
smoke was from the way undersize wire to the pwr xfmr
primary. I've doubled it up to a more sensible gauge.
You can see the plate current at 300 mA on the meter in
some of the pictures. Plate voltage about 2700. You can
also see the warm friendly glow of the plates at 750+
Watts input. The TS-450 is matched to the amp with the
small MFJ tuner, 1:1. In picture .007, the big MFJ tuner
is saying 700W out to the antenna, which complety
paralyzed out LAN. Later I ran straight to the 50 Ohm

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of hams
and the general public primarily in Forsyth County, North
Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation
ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr.,
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter repeaters,
146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) & 444.275
(100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts its
main business meeting (sometimes called the Board Meeting)
on the 3rd Monday generally at the same location. This is
where most of the club’s business is conducted and all
attending members have a vote. All club members are
strongly encouraged to attend the business meeting. For more
information about FARC mail us at FARC, Inc., PO Box
11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336-245-5740; or
visit out web site at www.w4nc.com . Club email is to info -at
w4nc.com .
Officers for 2012 are:
President: Tim King AG4RZ
Vice-President: Jerry Minor K4GW
Secretary: Don Edwards WS4NC
Treasurer: Henry Heidtmann W2DZO

Ham Radio License Testing
First our new hams:
Allow me to offer all of you a hearty congratulations on
your new Amateur licenses:
Robert, Leslie (LES), James, Ronald, Brigitte,
Allow me to offer all of you a hearty congratulations the
upgrade of your Amateur licenses:
ROBERT S MARTIN KK4BJW G
JAMES E DUMONT KK4GAD G
RONALD G SETZER W4XDM G
BRIGITTE V SETZER W4TFJ G
LESLIE I JONGBERG KJ4JYZ G
I look forward to chatting with each you on the air.
73, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager
New FCC Testing:
Amateur radio testing for new applicants as well as
upgrades will be given the 2nd Monday of every month,
except December, prior to the FARC regular meeting. All
test participants are invited to attend the meeting. The time
is 6:30 PM and the place is the Red Cross building on
Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. << Pre-registration is
required via e-mail >>, listing the elements you wish to
take and your phone number. You may pre-register or get
additional information via e-mail to info -at- w4nc.org,
attention Dale Mierisch WB9SZL. Replace -at- with the
usual symbol. Other dates/times will be published as we
schedule them.
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
FARC VEC Session Manage
1-336-766-9675

Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC
To join our list server send a blank email to
w4nc-subscribe@egroups.com
All content is Copyright 2012 by Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club, Inc, unless otherwise noted. Permission is given to
reproduce for non-commercial purposes provided proper
credit is given. If you would like to help support the newsletter
with an ad, please contact Don Edwards (email: ws4nc <at>
arrl.net). Ad deadlines are 7 days before the end of the month.
Rates are $50 for 12 months. Cheap!
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many local clubs
are on our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and
would like to trade please send us a copy.
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Monday Nights
The FARC main Club meeting is always on the second
Monday of the month at the Red Cross except in
December. The FARC business meeting is open to all
and is on the third Monday of the month and is held at
Old Staley’s restaurant at 2000 Reynolda Rd at 7-ish PM
and usually runs about an hour and a half. We have tried
holding it at the Red Cross but the overwhelming choice
of those who are present is that they would prefer
somewhere where we can have food and drinks. The
attendance at the third Monday business meeting is
anywhere from about 6 to as many 15 people. All are
invited - we would love to have to move to a dedicated
meeting room.
The contesting group generally meets on the fourth
Monday of the month and that is also held at Old
Staley’s. All are welcome at any of the Monday night
meetings. Old Staley’s has a connection to FARC.
Owner Bill Mowery is the nephew of W4ISH Clarence
Mowery one of the prime founders of FARC.

Welcome To The PlasticsAge
or “What's The Program This Month?”
by Tim King, AG4RZ

The Plastics Age? I know what you are thinking.
“Plastic has been around forever. What in the world is
Tim talking about?” “Has he lost his mind?” Well, the
status of my mental state might be debatable, but stick
with me here!
Rapid prototyping has many benefits for industry and
research, and since the early 1980's has been a great help
for manufacturers everywhere, who need to see if the
CAD drawing generated on a computer would “pan out”
in the real world. Just about anything that you can see
and feel can be built with rapid prototyping machines.
While there are several different styles of machines used
to accomplish this, the one I am most interested in is the
subject of this month's program. Fused Deposition
Modeling is the process of taking a base material (in this
case plastic) and adding layers to create a real
representation of a computer drawing.
It is a
WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) process
where the real life model is identical to the 3D model
you see on the computer screen.
Back in 2005, Dr. Adrian Bowyer started a blog about

the RepRap. The RepRap is a 3D printer for hobbyists,
Makers and Tinkers. RepRap stands for “replicating
rapid prototyper,” meaning the machine can make itself,
or at least parts of itself. The first machine was created
with commercial equipment, and in 2008, the first
“child” machine made parts for the first “grandchild”
machine.
Since then, the world of 3D printing for hobbyists has
taken off. There have been several revisions of the
original “Darwin” machine, as well as the control
package, and now it is to a point where someone who has
never built anything similar can purchase and build their
very own 3D printer to use to create anything they can
draw. This month, a close friend of mine is going to talk
to us a little about 3D printing, as well as demonstrate his
“Mendel” 3D printer, named “Hippie” I hear a rumor
that there may even be some souvenirs to take home
form the program.
What does this have to do with Amateur Radio? Well,
have you ever bought something from a hamfest that
needed a knob? Have you ever needed a custom mount
for the faceplate of your new wham-bam mobile rig?
Have you broken the case of your hand mic, and cannot
find a replacement? You know the one I am talking
about..the one that fits your hand perfectly? Well, if you
had a 3D printer, you could whip out these parts right in
the comfort of your own shop...and that is just the
beginning. To find out more, you will have to come to
the meeting!!

Hackerspace in Winston Salem
or Who Wants to Launch a Balloon into (Near) Space?
by Tim King, AG4RZ

What's a Hackerspace? I am sure that word is conjuring
up images of “computer nerds” hunched over terminals,
breaking into banks, the FBI, and school grade records.
That couldn't be further from the truth! Hackerspaces
are community operated places, where folks come to
hang out and work on “stuff.”
Our local Hackerspace, the Fablocker, is a pretty cool
spot, filled with 3D Printers, computers, tools, and a
group of people as diversified in their interests and
talents as our own radio club. There are programmers,
Radio Control guys, a Ham radio geek, musicians and
many other interests represented.
There are community tools, and space, to work on
projects. They also have a classroom, where different
topics are taught by members and guests. On any given
night you can find members working on projects,
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whether it be programming, soldering up a control
board, printing out a 3D widget, or simply swapping
ideas and stories about the coolest new gadget or
software they found this week.
Hackerspaces in general collaborate on projects for
members, as well as the group as a whole. One of
these such projects that Fablocker is discussing is
launching a balloon into the upper atmosphere. I am
sure you have read or heard about the amateur radio
clubs that have launched a weather balloon with APRS
gear and tracked it's flight, or the clubs that have used
weather balloons to hoist up a small HT operating as a
cross-band repeater, just to do it. Well, Fablocker
wants to do something very similar. There is a friendly
competition amongst Hackerspaces worldwide to
launch a balloon into (near) space and see who can do it
best. The winner is determined by a simple set of
guidelines: Highest altitude obtained, least cost, and
fastest time. There are some requirements, but they are
all pretty simple, and very reasonable.
Imagine taking your own pictures of the curvature of
the earth, with a payload you helped to build and
deploy, and tracking it thru it's journey to the stars and
back..wouldn't that be fun?
I was recently asked if we had any members that might
be interested in doing just that. Right now, there have
been some preliminary plans laid out, and the one thing
Fablocker needs for this project is radio guys. I have
already expressed my personal support, and they
would welcome the FARC and it's members
participation. If any of you are interested, email me or
talk to me at the meeting, and I will be happy to tell you
more.

NC QSO PARTY
2012 NCQP in the books! The 2012 North Carolina
QSO Party was a raging success! The bands were full
of operators on Sunday 2/27 from Noon until 10pm
that evening.
Over 125 logs have been received in just 1 week since
the contest
which is a record for the first week. New this year was a
Dxpedition category and several new CW categories.
We also secured sponsors for all of the plaques, ran 2
bonus stations (CW & SSB) for W4NC and had some
TV news coverage of the event in the Raleigh area.
Thanks to all who participated and we'll have more
information as the logs continue to come in.
73, Henry W2DZO
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A full article on NCQP will be in a following month, but
for now here’s one “soapbox”:
WK4PNCQPDxpedition:

Hi all,
It seems W4APP was the odd expedition, as we took a
"crew" and worked all SSB. From 12-4 pm we worked
from the ASH/WAT county line right beside Hwy 221
near Deep Gap, NC. We moved from 4-6 pm, then from
6-10 pm we were above a Christmas tree farm on a
ridgetop above the Blue Ridge Parkway at the
ALL/WLK county line. County lines were calculated
using topo maps, GPS, aerial photos, and input from the
property owners.
Since the ASH/WAT operation was during the daytime,
and since there were no trees at this site, we opted for a
Hustler 5BTV vertical with 8 radials placed on the
county line. This worked well on 20 and 40 meters.
Once we moved to the ALL/WLK line where most of
our operation was at night, we strung up a G5RV across
the ALL/WLK line, with the center at about 50 ft.
Having a great crew really paid off.
Our power came from N4RHC's battery bank in the
back of this Dodge Ram 2500 Cummins Diesel, which
he normally uses to power his Airstream RV. Our
operating position was in the "59 Chevy", an extended
cab Chevy Silvarado. Of course that extended cab truck
was a bit cramped with a 746Pro, 4 adults, and our
"security engineer", Freyja my Doberman Pinscher.
But the warmth supplied by the radio, the 4 people and
the Dobie helped on that cold ridgetop.
Up until about 8:30 activity was hot, but being a Sunday
night it seems activity always falls off about that time.
I'll leave all the final QSO and multiplier numbers to be
revealed in May, but I was pleasantly surprised at the
totals we achieved from single element, temporarily
installed antennas.
The W4APP operation in the NCQP was truly a team
effort and brought amateur radio back to life for us. We
overcame glitches like a laptop that decided to lock up
everytime we entered a call and 4 year old batteries that
finally gave up the ghost. But the weather held out and
although the temp was near freezing on that ridgetop
Sunday night, the ground was not white as it has been
the past 3 years in late February. Whether we can do it
again will all depend on Mother Nature.
Continued on page 5

The W4APP team consisted of: KD4SM, KD4UKT,
N4RHC, WK4P, and D0BIE (Freyja).
Peace and 73
Adam WK4P
Caesar/Consul, Appalachian Contesters W4APP
Dear NC QSOers:
Let me put on my official hat as Section Manager and thank all of
you for a very successful NC QSO Party. It was a delight to see so
many counties represented. Special thanks to the rovers who tried
to put less populous counties on the air.
I was aboard the Battleship North Carolina in Wilmington at
NI4BK, which ran three positions: 20 M SSB, 40 M CW and a 15M
station which went between SSB and CW. All three stations used
original WWII coax feedline and vertical antennas. Two
transceivers were modern, but the 40 M CW station was a restored
receiver and CW transmitter. When I left at 5 PM the stations had
made about 400 QSOs.
The local NBC affiliate, WECT-TV, sent a reporter to cover the
story. Here's the hyperlink to a shorter version of what aired at 6PM
and 11 PM on Sunday.
http://www.wect.com/story/17022124/ham-radio-operatorscheck-in-to-the-battleship
Look forward to next year and the awards ceremony at the June
Winston-Salem hamfest. Thanks to the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club for sponsoring the NC QSO Party.
73, Bill N2COP
http://www.wect.com/story/17022124/ham-radio-operatorscheck-in-to-the-battleship
WILMINGTON, NC (WECT) - The Battleship North Carolina is
used to getting visitors from all over the world. But today, some of
those visitors visited the ship through the airwaves.
Sunday was North Carolina's QSO Party. QSO is code that amateur
radio operators use when they've made contact with someone else.
The battleship is one of four locations across the state where people
who successfully QSO them can get extra points.
Each week a different state has a QSO party and this weekend, ham
radio operators from every North Carolina county participated.
"The possibility of potential is worldwide," said Azalea Coast
Amateur Radio Club memberAllan Pellnat.
That he said is part because sunspot activity helps to increase the
ability for radios to communicate with each other across the globe.
He said they may hear from people from as far away as Europe and
Africa.
"It makes us particularly attractive to other stations around the
world because we're operating vintage equipment," he said.
He's communicating using Morse code from equipment that was
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originally part of the battleship and is more than 60 years old.
"These pieces of equipment take a lot of little tweaking and
adjusting and this and that," he said. "There's as much art in making
it work as there is science."
He said he does it because he likes being able to talk to all kinds of
people across the world.
“It's casual, there are no political agendas, there's nothing like that
involved," he said. "Most of the conversation is something you
would have if you met a stranger in a bus station and struck up a
conversation.”

Forsyth CountyARES News
Pilot Mountain Payback
by Jim WA4NOT
"Emergency Notes: One runner is bringing his wife
who is supposed to go into labor at any time. He's
hoping she'll hold until 2pm on Saturday (that's right,
race day). His name is (deleted, JM) and he is fully
intending on running the marathon. From what I
understand his wife will be at each aid station acting as
crew.”
The above notice in the final set of volunteer
instructions from Abran Moore, the race director, about
runner #341 reminded ARES operators that we might
be handling emergency or priority traffic during the
race. We did track runner #341 from station to station
with occasional messages about his wife, who did not
work in aid station crews. Instead, she and her parents
drove to each succeeding station as #341 progressed.
He did complete the full marathon without interruption
for labor pains.
The rest of our communications support involved the
routine traffic common to our public service events:
runner progress, drop-out runners, no-show race staff
and the opening and closing of aid stations (their name
for rest stops). The race provided good practice for
working at fixed points in hill-and-valley terrain.
Mutual assistance was provided by David W4DCA,
Brian AB1JU, Michele KB1UNY and Jimmy KB4GKI
of Surry County ARES.
Forsyth ARES hams
participating were Eric WK4CW, John N0KTY, David
KJ4OIL, Tim KF4HHG, Jerry WA4ZKI, Steven
KG4JWU and Jim WA4NOT.

Many thanks to all hams involved. The race
directors were impressed with the communications
value of ham radio; so I'll give the last word to Abran
Moore:
“I want to send a special thanks to you guys for
coming out. Since you all haven't been there the past 2
years you have no clue what a difference all of you
made. Everyone who participated was friendly, beyond
helpful and provided a level of communication that
exceeded my/our expectations. I apologize for any
kinks or downtime during the event; but I clearly did
“not” have a grasp as to “you all’s” abilities “
Pilot Mt. PaybackAfterAction Report
A. Preparation
1. Abran Moore, the race director, requested ARES participation
about 6 weeks in advance of the race. Since that period included
two Forsyth Amateur Radio Club meetings and 6 ARES nets, the
lead-time allowed good recruiting and planning.
2. Abran also gave us PDF copies of his safety plan, volunteer
instructions (including race trail maps) and staffing list. The last
was a sample using last year’s times and names; he finished and
provided this year’s list 3 days before the race. All documents were
forwarded to ARES participants. Abran’s documentation is the
most comprehensive I’ve received for a public service event. The
safety plan detail will be helpful in future general ARES event
planning .
3. Tim, KF4HHG, added detailed maps of road access to the aid
stations we were asked to staff with operators. These maps were
probably more useful than Abran’s written driving directions for
finding the aid stations.
4. Jim ,WA4NOT, drove to the aid station points and checked for
repeater access via HT and 20-watt mobile rig at each point. All
points had HT access to Sauratown mountain repeaters – with
some walking around at the start / finish line to find good
transmission spots. All points except the visitor center had 20-watt
access to the Dobson repeater (the race site is in Surry County). The
visitor center was blocked from Dobson; so Sauratown repeaters
were designated for primary and backup use.
5. Despite a few schedule conflicts which developed for early
volunteers, we had a full complement of ARES operators to staff
the event.
B.Action
1. The requested radio support points were in hill and valley terrain.
Rubber duck and flexi-duck HT antennas worked well enough, but
we should experiment with portable J-poles, ground planes and
any other auxiliary antennas which could be hoisted on poles or
tree branches for better radiation patterns next time we operate in
such terrain.
2. The race directors asked for radio, because they found cell phone
coverage inadequate. They were right. The start / finish line was a
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dead zone, and some of the other points had marginal service.
3. We did provide one radio – to – cell phone relay to AAA for auto
assistance. The process had to be cancelled, because AAA wanted
personal information which we don’t handle on a voice circuit.
(The problem was solved when a runner’s family member drove
the distressed person to a location with good cell phone coverage.)
4. Tactical call signs were used successfully.
5. Radio operators received advance notice that we might be
handling priority or emergency traffic for a runner whose pregnant
wife was due for delivery on race day. We successfully tracked the
runner through the race and his family from aid station to aid
station. No emergency or priority messages were needed; no labor
developed.
6. Traffic volume was light due to the size of the event, 200 runners,
and the stationing of radios only at 5 fixed points on the course. We
might consider using a directed / standby form of net for similar
future events, a form in which general repeater use is allowed with
net traffic taking precedence.
7. Mutual assistance was provided by David W4DCA, Brian
AB1JU, Michele KB1UNY and Jimmy KB4GKI of Surry County
ARES.
8. Forsyth ARES hams participating were Eric WK4CW, John
N0KTY, David KJ4OIL, Tim KF4HHG, Jerry WA4ZKI, Steven
KG4JWU and Jim WA4NOT.
9. Many thanks to all hams involved. The race directors were
impressed with the communications value of ham radio.

ARES Net Reports:
Dan O'Leary KG4ECI, AEC/Net Manager
ARES Net Report for 02Feb2012
Net Control Station: KG4ECI
Check-ins: WA4NOT, N4EY, W4KG, KG4FGC, KJ4ENM,
KG4JWU, WB4QXG, WA4ZKI, KF4EOD, KE4ZFN, KC4WSK,
KA4JRL, KE4AHC.
Topics: Update on the Pilot Mt Payback event.
Training: WA4NOT with a brief discussion of directed net
protocols.
Traffic: None.
ARES Net Report for 09Feb2012
Net Control Station: WA4NOT
Check-ins: WK4CW, KG4ECI, W4KG, W4XDM, WD4LSS,
KJ4OIL, KG4FGC, KF4EOD, KJ4CDM, KB4GKI, N4EY,
KF4HHG, KG4JWU, NA4P, WB4QXG, WA4ZKI, WB9SZL,
KC4WSK, W2DZO, KA4JRL.
Topics: Pilot Mt Payback.
Training: WK4CW with part 3 of voice message handling; using
Radiogram.
Traffic: 2 routine messages by voice, 1 by MT63-2000.

ARES Net Report for 16Feb2012
Net Control Station: WA4NOT
Check-ins: WK4CW, KG4ECI, WB4QCM, KF4EOD, AB1JU,
KG4PDE, KC8OEX, WB4QXG, WA4ZKI, WB9SZL, W4XDM,
KB4GKI, W4KG, KE4ZFN, NA4P, KJ4ENM, KA4JRL,
KG4JWU.
Topics: Welcome two new ARES members in Forsyth county;
Final assignments for Pilot Mt. Payback; Importance of digital
communications in the future.
Training: WK4CW with directed vs. informal nets; net protocols;
the need to have your radios set up before the event, etc.
Traffic: 1 via MT63-2000.
ARES Net Report for 23Feb2012
Net Control Station: WK4CW
Check-ins: KG4ECI, KD4ENV, W4KG, KJ4ENM, KC4WSK,
KG4JWU, WB4QCM, KG4FGC, WF4DD, KB4GKI, KF4EOD,
WD4LSS, KG4PDE, WB4QXG, NA4P, WA4ZKI, KA4JRL,
KD4CFS.
Topics: (No specific meeting topic was discussed, as the repeater
was having interference issues - signal checks from stations
checked-in only)
Training: None
Traffic: None
ARES Net Report for 01Mar2012
Net Control Station: KG4ECI
Check-ins: WK4CW, W4KG, KG4JWU, KJ4ENM, KB4GKI,
WD4LSS, WB9SZL, KJ4SEN, WB4QXG, WA4ZKI, NA4P,
WF4DD, KA4JRL, KE4ZFN, KF4EOD.
Topics: WK4CW discussed the recent severe weather in the
midwest; our warm weather trend locally and the potential for
severe weather it brings.
Training: WK4CW discussed 'After-action reports' - what they
might include, and how they are used by ARES to prepare for
future events and activations.
Traffic: None.
Net time: 20:30-21:05.

Around FARC
AC4YN
by Don WS4NC

Our Jeff Stafford walked into an FARC meeting some
years ago with a new name badge. “You Dogg!” was
about all I could spit out. He had a new call: AC4YN.
Jeff had applied to the FCC for a callsign upgrade and
was assigned AC4YN as the next call in line. AC4YN
was one of the most coveted QSLs in all ham radio up to
sometime in the 1950’s. I wish I had thought to apply
for it in the vanity program, but like everyone else it
never occurred to me.
In the 1930’s Tibet was about remote as anyplace on
Earth. Several people operated from AC4YN but the
most famous was Reginald Fox. There is a lot of history
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associated with AC4YN, too much for me to summarize
here. Just search the web for AC4YN. You’ll find lots
of information.
Jeff tells me that he was tuning around and heard some
hams talking about the original AC4YN. One of them
says “I hear that some US ham has the call now.” Jeff
tried to break in and chat with them - they didn’t believe
that he wasAC4YN!
Recently a 1937 AC4YN QSL card came close to
breaking the record price for an old QSL card on eBay.
“very rare qsl card tibet 1937 AC4YN inscribed to back
sold for GBP 1355.00 (US $2,080.60). eBay item #
150674205787”. The record price belongs to a 1AW
QSL sold on eBay for $2,125. Wow!

William Glen Brown - SK
SadlyAK4D Terry Brown’s father passed away this past Feb. 24, 2012.

William Glen (Bill) Brown (December 25, 1928 - February 24, 2012)
WEST JEFFERSON - Mr. William Glen Brown, 83, of West Jefferson,
passed away Friday, February 24, 2012, at his home.
He was born December 25, 1928 in Ashe County to the late Wilson F.
Brown and Maggie Brown. Mr. Brown was a veteran of the U.S. Army 3rd
Artillery having served during the Korean Conflict. Mr. Brown was the
former Chief of the West Jefferson Fire Department and Captain and
charter member of the Ashe County Rescue Squad. He was the former coowner of Parker Tie Company. He enjoyed working outside, fishing,

Continued on page 8
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working with others and most of all, talking with neighbors, friends and
family.

W4WS - CQ160 -3830
by Ed KU4BP

Mr. Brown was preceded in death by his brother Joe of Creston, NC.
Survivors include Pearl, his wife of 59 years, a son, Terry and wife Janie of
Clemmons, NC; granddaughters Kieran Bazonski of Navassa, NC, Lauren
Brown of Asheville, NC, grandson Ben Brown of Wilmington, NC, stepgrandson Keith Adkins of Nashville, Tennessee, step-granddaughter Leah
Rupert of Cary, NC, great-granddaughters Ava Bazonski of Navassa, NC
and Abby Rupert of Cary, NC, sisters Ruby Osborne of West Jefferson, NC
and Ruth Roark of Creston, NC, brother George Brown of Graham, NC
and many other relatives and friends.
A funeral service will be conducted at 11 a.m., Monday, February 27, at
Mount Jefferson Presbyterian Church, West Jefferson with Dr. Thom
Burleson officiating. Interment will follow in West Jefferson Cemetery.
The family will receive friends from 6 to 8 p.m. on Sunday, February 26, at
Boone Family Funeral Home in West Jefferson.
In lieu of flowers, they request that memorials be considered for The
Lady's Circle of Mount Jefferson Presbyterian Church, PO Box 782, West
Jefferson, NC 28694; West Jefferson Fire Department, PO Box 490, West
Jefferson, NC 28694; or to Ashe County Rescue Squad, PO Box 639, West
Jefferson, NC 28694.
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160-meter contest scores as posted on 3830 after the contest.
FARC members are in bold.
USASingle Op LP
Call

QSOs StPrv DX

hr

NT8Z
KG4W
K9MMS
W2ID
KU4BP
W4PFM
WB4MSG
NA4K
K0UK
W9ZRX

574
470
402
416
384
668
323
316
207
219

82,240
14
67,788
13.6 52,215
13.5 51,354
48,776
12
37,408
6
33,041
5
32,108
6:28 25,281
5
23,520

56
53
55
46
49
47
46
42
49
48

8
10
4
8
7
9
1
4
4
1

Score

Club
DELARAC.T.
PVRC
SMC
FRC
Independent
PVRC
PVRC
TCG
Grand Mesa
SMC

